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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past twenty years, digital computers have 

revolutionized the field of . . 
eng~neer~ng. Slowly but 

steadily, analog circuitry 1s being replaced by its 

digital counterpart. Digital systems can provide better 

quality transmission, greater flexibility 1n routing 

messages to their destinations, and a lower percentage of 

error. Storage of digital data 1s relatively eas~er 

compared to analog signals. Digital data ~s represented 

in binary form as bits . Higher accuracy requires more 

costly apparatus for process~ng the data. Higher 

prec~s~on also requires more bits which can pose a 

problem of storing large amounts of data. Problems 

associated with storage and processing of large amounts 

of digital data make it necessary to use a minimum number 

of bits to maintain a desired level of accuracy. 

Although digital communication links offer several 

advantages over their analog counterparts, they require a 

much higher equivalent bandwidth. The channel capacity 

is limited by the rate of information and signal-to-

no~se ratio. This is particularly a problem where image 
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data ~s concerned, s~nce ~mages requ~re a large analog 

bandwidth. 

The success of applications such as 

videoconferencing, picturephones and facsmile depends 

upon efficient and high-speed transmission of large 

amounts of picture data [ 1] . The potential of AT&T' s 

"picturephone" has not been fully realized, because of 

these shortcomings and prohibitive costs. For example, 

Picturetel's videophone costs about $70,000 [ 5] . 

Mitsubishi' s Luma 1000 videophone (1986) was the first 

videophone that could send black and white still images 

over ordinary phone lines [2-6] . ~though most experts 

agree that affordable videophones will be available ~n 

the market in the future, they will rely on fiber-optics 

to transmit the enormous amounts of data necessary to 

allow for moving ~mages. This will involve a complete 

replacement of the existing transmission channels. 

Several applications involving transmission of still 

images over existing phone lines are in use today. These 

applications rely heavily upon special techniques to 

reduce the amount of data to be transmitted. Even though 

technological developments have led to a decrease in cost 
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~n cost of hardware, the speed o= t=ansmission ~s still a 

problem. On-going research involves the study of special 

techniques to reduce the redundancy :.n ~mage data to 

effectively reduce transmission time and storage space. 

Images take large amounts of storage space and an 

increase ~n the resolution of a picture requ~res even 

more data. A single ~mage can create a file as large as 

200 Megabytes (MB) • Thus, transmitting an ~mage at high 

speeds requires a reduction ~n the data to be 

transmitted. Data compression is the art of squeez~ng a 

stream of information into its most compact form [21]. 

Compression not only reduces the memory requirement, it 

allows a document (standard A4 size) to be sent in 10 to 

40 seconds over ordinary phone lines. 

Although data compression ~s an attractive and 

economical alternative to newer and faster transmission 

technology, it involves a lot of computation on the image 

data. The computer is required to access the image data 

stored . 
~n the memory, and perform the necessary 

computations at a very high speed. Accessing the data 

stored in the memory is a time consuming process itself. 

The memory of a normal processor is designed to support 
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the execution of general instructions. Graphics 

operations require large ~locks of continuously 

addressable memory, which cannot be easily provided by a 

general-purpose microcomputer [23]. Graphics System 

Processor chips make use of the specialized technology of 

Video RAMs (VRAMs) to store and retrieve graphics data at 

speeds much higher than that of a general-purpose 

processor [ 24] . Texas Instrument's TMS34010 Graphics 

System Processor (GSP) one such chip. The 

architecture, hardware, and software of the GSP are 

designed specifically to handle processing of images 

(color and monochrome) efficiently. The GSP achieves its 

high throughput by internal parallelism, supported by a 

32-bit instruction cache, and many other specialized 

features. One of the most important features of the GSP 

is its unique memory organization and memory interface 

logic. 

In spite of techniques that perform efficient 

compression of image data, the time required to compress 

an image and transmit it ~s dependent upon the system 

used. The objective of this thesis ~s to determine the 

advantages of using the GSP to process image data. Bit-
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plane coding technique ~s used to reduce the redundancy 

in the image data, and the time required to execute the 

algorithm is compared to other techniques. Specifically, 

the TMS34010 GSP is used to compress a 128 x 128 pixel 

image (3 bits/pixel) . Chapter 2 describes the various 

techniques that are currently being used for the 

compression of ~mages. Chapter 3 describes various 

techniques used to code two-tone images. Chapter 4 gives 

the description of the TMS34010 system. Chapter 5 

describes the algorithm and the software that was used to 

test the capabilities of the GSP. The results obtained 

after conducting the experiments are explained in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 7 contains conclusions and future 

direction of work. 



CHAPTER 2 

CODING TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Introduction 

In the last few years, the commercial sector, the 

military, and many government agenc~es, such as NASA, 

have shown a growing interest ~n applying data 

compression techniques to actual data and communication 

systems. Data compression is the reduction in the amount 

of signal space that must be allocated to a g~ven message 

set or data sample set. This signal space maybe defined 

in terms of volume, bandwidth, or time. 

related by 

Volume = f( time x bandwidth ) . 

These spaces are 

Volume, in this relationship, may be a data storage 

medium such as magnetic tape. The time may be the time 

required to transmit a given message set. The bandwidth 

represents a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum 

required to transmit the information [8]. Thus, a 

reduction in volume can be translated into a reduction ~n 

transmission time or bandwidth. 

Compression of images is based upon the knowledge 

that image data contains a large amount of superfluous 

6 



information that can be removed by different techniques. 

There are two different kinds of superfluous information. 

The first l.S statistical redundancy, having to do with 

similarities, correlation and predictability of the data. 

Statistical redundancy has the property that .... 
J_._ can be 

removed from the data without destroying any information 

whatsoever. The second type of superfluous information 

l.S subjective redundancy, which has to do with data 

characteristics that can be removed without complaint by 

a human observer. This kind of removal is irreversible 

[ 11] . 

The choice of appropriate compressJ.on algorithms 

depends upon the application [ 11] . When compression l.S 

used for economical storage of images, the time required 

to perform compression J.S not critical. Further, the 

error rate encountered J.n the process of storing and 

retrieval is much lower than when the data has to be 

transmitted over a digital channel. As a result, for 

purposes of storage, more complex algorithms can be used. 

2.2 Classification 

Efficient coding of images can achieve varyJ.ng 

degrees of data compresson. Coding schemes can be 
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classified as outlined in Fig. 2.1 [7]. Waveform coding 

can generally be classified into four major categories. 

These categories are Pulse Code Modulation, Predictive 

coding, Transform coding and Interpolative/Extrapolative 

coding. There are some other schemes that do not fall 

into any of these four classes. These other techniques 

are hybrid ~n nature and are usually tailored for 

specific purposes. 

2.2.1 Pulse Code Modulation 

In Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), the picture elements 

(pels) are represented as time discrete and amplitude 

discrete samples. Although PCM is relatively simple to 

use, it does not remove much statistical or perceptual 

redundancy from the signal. It was first applied to 

television signals in early 1951 by Goodall [7] . The 

basic process of PCM involves sampling the signal at the 

Nyquist rate and quantizing each sample using 2k levels, 

where k is the predefined number of bits. If the samples 

of a bandlimited 

information of the 

signals are to carry complete 

signal, the rate of sampling should 

not be less than 2fm samples per second, where fm is the 

frequency of the signal. This minimum sampling rate of 
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2fm per second is called the Nyquist rate [9]. 

illustrates the spectrum of a sampled signal. 
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Fig. 2.2 

To recover the original signal f(t) f=om the sampled 

signal, an ideal low pass filer ~s required. A very 

practical low pass filter with very sharp cut-off 

frequencies can be built but the number of components 

required is very large. Hence the signal is sampled at a 

rate higher than the Nyquist rate, which results ~n 

formation of "guard bands" between the signals. Such a 

sampled signal can then be filtered using a low pass 

filter that does not require very sharp cut-off 

frequencies. Fig. 2.3 illustrates a PCM encoder. 

The sampled signal can belong to any one of the 2~ 

levels and each level is represented by a binary word of 

k bits. Once the signal is encoded, it is transmitted by 

means of a series of pulses. 

At the decoder, these binary words are converted to 

discrete amplitude levels, 

through a low pass filter. 

which are then filtered 

The basic principle of PCM 

coding is very simple and easy to implement, but it does 

not fully use the redundancy present in a signal. PCM 

has several advantages. When a signal ~s to be 
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transmitted over large distances, PCM signals can be 

completely regenerated at intermediate repeater stations. 

The modulating and demodulating circuitry ~s digital, 

thus being more reliable and stable, and readily 

adaptable to integrated-circuit logic design. Signals 

may be stored and transmitted intermittently. Efficient 

storage can be achieved by digital memories. Redundancy 

in the signal can be removed by using efficient coding 

techniques . 

Although PCM offers several advantages, it removes 

little or no redundancy while encoding the ~mage. 

Application of PCM to image coding produces distortions 

which depend upon the number of quantization levels and 

signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. As the number of 

quantization levels is decreased, the quantization errors 

are seen in the low detail areas of the ~mage. In 

general, for good quality pictures, PCM coding systems 

require about 128 to 256 (7-8 bits) quantization levels. 

Quantization error can be reduced by adding high

frequency no~se to the input before quantization, and 

subtracting it out at the rece~ver. This technique, 

called dithering, has been implemented successfully to 
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low bit ::::-ates. Adaptive produce high-quality pictures at 

PCM techniques can be used to reduce the quanti=ation 

errors, but these techniques increase the complexity of 

the system. 

2.2.2 Predictive Coding 

In basic Predictive coding systems, an approximate 

Bprediction of the sample to be encoded is made from the 

previously transmitted samples. Often, the available data 

sequence has statistical dependency or redundancy from 

one sample to the next. The error resulting from 

subtracting the original signal from the predicted signal 

is quantized into L discrete levels. When L is equal to 

2, the method of coding is called Delta Modulation (DM) . 

When L > 2, then the Predictive coding ~s called 

Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) . The ma~n 

advantages of predictive coding are that the error signal 

is statistically more redundant than the original signal, 

and the eye is less sensitive to coarse quantization of 

the error signal than of the original PCM signal. 

A predictive coder consists of a predictor, a 

quantizer, and a code assigner. A block diagram of a 

predictive coder and decoder is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
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2.2.2.1 Delta Modulation 

The simplest form of p=edict~ve coding ~s Delta 

Modulation (DM) . Fig. 2.5 illustrates the block diagram 

for a DM encoder. The analog input signal y(t) and the 

reconstructed signal Q(t) are compared by the comparator. 

The difference signal, which ~s the output of the 

comparator can either be positive or negative. The 

comparator and latch, together perform the functions of 

sampling, holding, quantizing, and transmitting a signal. 

The signal is a logical 1 if the error signal I(t) > 0 

and a logical 0 if I(t) <= 0. The output from the latch 

combined with a delayed and inverted clock pulse is used 

to drive an integrator. The negative of the output of the 

integrator is fed back to the comparator. 

DM ~s very simple, since it generates a code of 1 

bit per sample. Although, DM has been used for encoding 

other waveforms such as speech, it has not found great 

use in image coding. This is probably due to the high 

sampling rates required to improve picture quality at a 

higher bit rate. Furthermore, other limitations of DM 

are slope overload, granularity noise, and instability to 

channel noJ.se. Tristate DM schemes and adaptive 
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techniques can be used to ~mprove performance. However, 

the complexity of the system has to be measured against 

other more reliable techniques (11]. 

2.2.2.2 Differential Pulse Code Modulation 

In DPCM, the analog signal is first sampled at or 

around the Nyquist rate. In the simplest form, the coded 

value of the horizontally located previous pel is used as 

a prediction. As predictors become more sophisticated 

and complex, other forms of correlation are taken into 

account. Predictors can be linear or non-linear, 

depending upon whether the prediction is a linear or non

linear function of the previously transmitted pixel 

values. One-dimensional predictors use horizontal 

correlation while two-dimensional predictors use 

correlation of pixels of the previous lines as well [7]. 

The error signal is obtained by subtracting the 

predicted signal from the original signal. This error 

signal is quantized to 2k (L) levels where L or 2k > 2. 

Compression is achieved by quantizing the error signal 

coarsely. 

The final step in DPCM ~s code assignment. The code 

assigned to each individual output of the quantizer can 
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be of =ixed or variable length. Some examples of 

variable length codes a:::-e Huffman code, =-codes, e-cc. 

There are numerous techniques for coding t:he quant:i.=er 

output, such as pyramid coding, run length coding and 

others [12]. 

The main limitations of DPCM are slope overload, 

granular noise, and edge busyness [11]. If the smaller 

magnitudes o= the difference signal are quantized t.oo 

coarsely, the low detail areas of the picture are not 

quantized properly. On the other hand, if the largest 

representative level ~s too small, the decoder takes 

several samples for the output to follow and catch up to 

the input. This results in slope overload. Busy edges 

are a result of gradual change in the contrast of edges 

due to which quantizer output oscillates around the 

signal value. Fig. 2.6 illustrates the errors introduced 

due to quantization. Errors due to quantization can be 

reduced by using adaptive or non-linear quantizers. 

DPCM coding can be made adaptive, either by changing 

the prediction, quantization or by not transmitti.ng 

prediction error that falls below a previously determined 

threshold. The process of delayed coding can also be 
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used, where the encoding of a pel ~s delayed until the 

trend of a signal in subsequent samples has been observed 

[ 11] . The prediction of the signal requ~res a large 

number of computations, which increases the computation 

time. 

2.2.3 Transform Coding 

Picture elements ~n an ~mage are statistically 

dependent, which causes redundancy in the data. Data 

compression techniques achieve reasonable compress~on by 

remov~ng this redundancy, either by reversible or 

irreversible methods [6-7]. 

Transform coders perform two operations . The first 

operation . 
~s a linear transformation that transforms 

statistically dependent picture elements into relatively 

"independent" coefficients. The second operation 

involves quantizing and coding the coefficients. The 

number of bits ~n each code word depends upon the 

sensitivity of human vision. 

The process of transformation can be one- or two-

dimensional [10]. Different transforms can be used, 

based upon the system and software being used to achieve 

compress~on. 
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A t=ansform operation can be =epresented as a 

successive multiplication of a data vector by a set 

basis vectors [ 8] . These basis vectors form a set cf 

weighting factors. Consider a data vector of the form 

fT = [ fl f f f ] 2 3 4 

and a basis vector of the form 

The first transform coefficient can be obtained by t!':e 

product operation 

Similarly, a second basis vector ~s 

t T 
2 -

and the second transform coefficient can be obtained by 

Generalizing the above operation for a transform of 

equivalent size "N", the transform coefficients can be 

obtained as follows: 

c = p 

A large positive value of the transform will result when 

corresponding elements of the data and basis vectors take 

on similar value s~gns. On the other hand, when 

magnitudes are similar but signs are different, the 
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transform coefficients will assume large negative values. 

For N = 4, the transform operation can be expressed as 

cl tll tl2 tl3 tl4 fl 
c2 - t21 t22 t23 t24 f2 
c3 t31 t32 t33 t34 f3 
c4 t41 t42 t43 t44 f4 -

To implement the above operation, it requ~res N2 (complex) 

multiplications and N (N - 1) (complex) additions. This 

leads to excessive load on processor time. 

After transformation, the total energy of the image 

is redistributed, as a result of which the first 

coefficient contains upto 93% of the total energy. Due 

to the redistribution of energy, all the coefficients 

need not be transmitted. Only a few chosen coefficients 

are quantized, coded, and transmitted [8]. Since most of 

the compress~on results from dropping of coefficients, 

the transform should be able to compact most of the 

energy into as few coefficients as possible. There are 

numerous transforms that perform efficient decorrelation, 

such as Haar Transform, Walsh-Hadamard Transform (WHT), 

Discrete Cosine Transform (OCT) , Discrete Fourier 

Transform (OFT) , etc. [ 18] . The choice of a transform is 
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entirely governed by the type of ~mage and the type of 

system used for computing the values. 

An optimum transform, for theoretical purposes, ~s a 

transform that completely decorrelates the data and 

maximizes the amount of energy "packed" into the lower 

order coefficients. Such a transform ~s called the 

Karhunen-Loe' ve Transform (KLT), but ~s rarely used in 

data compression due to computational difficulties [11]. 

The process of transform coding ~s complex and 

irreversible. Criteria for choosing coefficients for 

transmission vary with picture statistics. The quality 

of the reconstructed image depends largely upon selection 

of an appropriate quantizer and transform. Since picture 

statistics are not easily measurable, quantizers cannot 

fully optimize the picture quality for a given bit rate. 

Transform coding can be made adaptive by varying the 

type of transformation and the criteria for selection and 

quantization of coefficients. Most of the adaptive 

techniques require excess~ve computation time and have 

not been implemented in real-time [10]. 
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2.2.4 Hybrid Coding 

Interpolative and extrapolative coding techniques 

attempt to send only certain samples to the receiver and 

either interpolate or extrapolate the rest of the 

samples. In adaptive forms of these techniques, a few 

pels are selected to be transmitted, the rest of the pels 

being predicted by interpolative and extrapolative 

methods. 

Certain Hybrid coding techniques are a combination 

of transform coding and predictive coding. One 

combination . 
~s called hybrid transform coding, where 

linear transformation of a block of pels is followed by 

predictive coding. Only the first few coefficients are 

transmitted, after which the rest of the coefficients are 

coded predictively, based on the previously transmitted 

coefficients. Other examples include contour coding, 

run-length coding and its two-dimensional extension to 

two-level images. In run length coding, a run is defined 

as the number of consecutive pixels that are of the same 

color. Thus, instead of transmitting each pixel value, 

the image ~s coded into runs and the runs are 

transmitted. 
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Except for run length coding, most of the methods 

described ~n this chapter result l.n information loss. 

The amount of information that can be lost without 

affecting the viewer is subjective (/]. The quality of 

reconstructed image depends upon how much information 1s 

lost. 

In PCM coding, because each pel .l.S encoded 

independently of its neighbor, no redundancy 1s reduced. 

The quality of the encoded 1mage depends upon the 

quantizer levels [ 22] . Predictive coding encodes the 

image pel by pel, which makes the process very laborious. 

Also, as redundancy 1s reduced, the image becomes more 

sensitive to errors 1n the transmission channel [22] . 

The most obvious disadvantage of transform coding is the 

manipulation and storage of complex numbers [ 10] . 

Distortions result due to truncation errors and 

quantization errors. The coding process has to be 

adapted to the 1mage characteristics, which is time 

consum1ng. Run length coding ~s termed as a "loss less" 

coding technique which reproduces the input image exactly 

[ 22] 0 The main advantage of run length coding 1s its 

ease of implementation. The process can be made adaptive 
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by splitting the 2.mage into bit planes and -:.~en run 

length cod~ng the b;t 1 · d' · • • p anes ~n ~v~dually. 

The choice of a compression technique is dependent 

upon the purpose of compression. If the purpose is to 

reduce storage requirements, speed of compression ~s not 

critical, and complex techniques can be employed. But 

the the purpose ~s to reduce the amount of data to be 

transmi[Btted, the speed of compress~on :.s 

important. The technique chosen should minimize the 

computation time. For most general purpose processors, 

product operations are more time consuming than simple 

additions and subtractions. Run length coding does not 

involve complex data manipulations. The simplicity and 

"loss less" property of the coding technique is the main 

cause of its extensive use in facsimile. The following 

chapter describes several techniques of coding two-tone 

images and the advantages of run length coding. 



CHAPTER 3 

BIT PLANE CODING 

Still ~mages can be two-level or multi-level. A 

two-level picture ~s often called a "black and white" 

picture or simply "graphics;" whereas, a multilevel 

picture is called a "gray-scale" picture. Each pixel on 

a multilevel "gray-scale" picture ~s represented by k 

bits. A multilevel ~mage can be decomposed into k "two-

level" . 
~mages, or k "bit planes, " as shown in Fig. 3.1. 

The advantage of decomposing a multilevel picture ~s 

that, each of the bit-planes can now be easily encoded or 

compressed using two-level picture compression techniques 

[ 8] . Two-level picture compression techniques take 

advantage of the fact that there are only two pixel 

values and thus the probability of longer runs of these 

two values is more greater. 

3.1 Two-tone Picture Coding 

Images that are nominally two-tone include business 

letters and documents, weather maps, geographical maps, 

finger print cards, and newspaper pages. Several 

efficient coding schemes for two-tone images have been 

28 
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proposed and studied. These schemes can be broadly 

classified as heuristic or mathematical in nature [ ::.2 J • 

Three basic heuristic schemes are described below. 

3.1.1 Skipping White 

Most two-tone images have black matter on a white 

background. A scheme has been designed to skip the white 

pels and code only the printed matter. The concept .:..s 

very simple. Each scan line ~s divided into blocks of N 

pels. A block containing all white pels is assigned a 1-

bit code "0". For a block containing at least one black 

pel, an (N+1)-bit code word is used. The first bit is a 

"1" followed by a binary pattern of the bits in the block 

(0 for white pels and 1 for black) . For example, for a 

block of N = 4, with two black pels followed by 2 white 

pels, the code word will be "11100". The bit rate for 

this coding scheme can be represented by 

bN. ( 1 - PN + 1/N) bits/pel, (1) 

where N = block size ~n pels and PN is the probability 

that block is all white. The bit rate depends upon the 

value of N. For typical images sampled at 100 points per 

inch (ppi) a value of N around 10 is suitable. 
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3.1.2 Transmitting Boundary Points 

The majori~y of curren~ efficient coding schemes for 

two tone lmages are based on transmitting boundary 

points. Assuming a black picture on a white background, 

only the boundary points for the black picture need to be 

transmitted. At the rece~v~ng end, the boundary ~s 

reconstructed and filled with black pels. 

The easiest method of transmitting boundary points 

is to transmit the coordinates for them. For an image of 

M x N pels, approximately (log2N + log2M) bits are 

required for each boundary point. The compression factor 

(CF) is determined as follows: 

Total number of pels ~n the image 
CF - (2) 

(no. of boundary points)x(log2N + log2M) 

Another way of transmitting boundary points is to apply 

contour tracing to the boundary. Each pel has only eight 

neighbors, which requires 3 bits to determine the next 

pel. The compression factor (CF) is given by: 

Total number of pels in the image 
CF - (3) 

3 x ( number of boundary points ) 

For cases where some degradation is tolerable, boundaries 

can be approximated by piecewise linear polynomial 



curves. 
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In this case, only ~he star~lna a~d ending 

points of each polynomial curve need ~o be t~ansmi~~ed. 

3.1.3 Pattern Recog~ition 

Pattern recognition ~s one of the most efficient 

two-tone coding techniques. The problem of character 

recognition is being researched thoroughly, and several 

methods of recognition have been proposed and 

implemented. Pattern recognition ~s specially efficient 

for coding typewritten documents and printed matter. If 

a transmitter can recognize a hundred characters, 7 bits 

are required to represent a code word for each character. 

Additional overhead bits are necessary. Since printed 

matter and typed material is fairly uniform in format, 

transmission of the location of the first character and 

the type of font used is sufficient to decode any coded 

document. 

Although, the scheme of pattern recognition ~s 

efficient, its application is very limited [!2] The 

receiver and transmitter should be able to work as a 

system. The implementation ~s very expens~ ve, as the 

rece~ver should have a character generator system and the 

transmitter should have a character recognition system. 
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3.2 Run Lenath Coding 

In a digital ~mage, a run is defined as a sequence 

of consecutive pixels that have the same value, :..n a 

specified direction. Compression of an :..mage can be 

achieved by transmitting the start and length of a run of 

identical pixel values. A run is characterized by its 

color and its length. If "C" denotes the color and "L" 

denotes the length, then the image is characterized by a 

sequence of runs 

• • • I (4) 

where Ci+l <> Cu i.e., the gray tones of success~ve runs 

differ. 

If the length of a run depends only on the grey tone 

of the run, and the grey tone is statistically dependent 

upon the grey tone of the previous run, then the entropy 

"H" of n runs is 

n 

H (Clf Llf ••.•• Cn, Ln) - E'H (Llt/Clt) + 
k=l 

n 

(5) 

The relationship in Eq. (5) implies that the total entropy 

is the sum of the separate entropies associated with the 

run lengths and the grey tones. For two-tone images Clt 

can be completely predicted from Clt-1. Hence, the second 



term ~n Eq. (5) reduces to unity. 
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The entropy H o= a 

sequence of n white and n black runs ~s 

H = n [ H(L/w) + H(L/b) ] , (6) 

where H(L/w) and H(L/b) are the entropies associated with 

white and black runs [12]. 

The efficiency of run length coding depends on the 

number of gray level transitions or edges ~n a g~ven 

picture. For areas of the ~mage that are highly 

detailed, the number of runs ~s greater and the length of 

each run may be very small. Run length coding has been 

found to be most efficient in coding two-tone images or 

"graphics" such as facismiles [ 22] . Bit plane encoding 

is an extension of run length coding. Each multi-level 

image is separated into bit planes, and each bit plane is 

then run length coded. The advantage of bit plane coding 

is that the runs are of only two colors, either black or 

white. As the color of the run alternates between black 

and white, only the run lengths need to be transmitted 

[8]. The bit planes have fewer transitions, caus~ng the 

runs to be longer. This increases the redundancy in the 

image, which results ~n more compress~on of the data. 

Spencer and Huang (1969) used run length coding of bit 
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planes to achieve a rate of 2 to 4 bits/pixel on 256x256 

6-bit ~mages. Reconstruction was found to be exact, 

though the rate varied with picture complexity. 

Run length coding is very sensitive to errors, since 

a single bit error can change the length of a run and 

offset the entire image [ 7] . Using only three or four 

standard run lengths and line synchronization, the errors 

have been reduced to single line errors. 

Run length coding ~s used extensively ~n facsmile 

operations, due to its simplicity and "lossless" 

property. The process of encoding, transmission, and 

decoding an image, using general-purpose processors ~s 

still quite time consuming. Specialized techniques have 

been proposed and specialized processors have been built 

to reduce the computation time. The TMS34010 is one such 

specialized processor, designed to handle graphics 

information at very high speeds. Chapter 4 describes the 

TMS34010 GSP and its special features that make it highly 

suitable for graphics. 



CHAPTER 4 

TMS34010--GRAPHICS SYSTEM PROCESSOR 

General purpose computers are not desioned ~o 

manipulate large amounts of data at a very high speed. 

There ~s a constant grow~ng demand for high-speed 

processors ~n the field of ~mage process~ng. Special 

features, when incorporated into a normal processor, 

greatly enhance the efficiency with which image data can 

be processed. Texas Instrument's TMS34010 ~s one such 

specialized processor. 

4.1 TMS34010 

The TMS3410 Graphics System Processor (GSP) ~s a 32-

bit mJ.croprocessor that can execute 6 million 

instructions per second (MIPS), when clocked at 50 

megahertz (MHz) . During one 160 ns machine state, the GSP 

can read from two registers, write to one register, 

decode 

memory 

an instruction, 

cycle. The 

and complete or initiate a local 

GSP achieves this performance by 

pipelining its processJ.ng capabilities. 

hardware generates bit-mapped graphics, 

The on-chip 

supported by 

internal parallelism, a 256-byte ca::he memory, variable 
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width arithmetic-logic-unit (ALU) , thirty one 32-bit 

registers, single cycle instructions, a barrel shif~er, 

and mask-merge hardware. The video RAM and display RAM 

(VRAM/DRAM) interface and display control circuitry 1.s 

built-in on the chip, simplifying the interface design. 

The GSP can be configured to operate 1.n either host-

based or stand-alone environment. The GSP's 32-bit 

processing power and its ability to handle complex data 

structures make it well suited for a wide variety of 

applications. Table 4.1 lists some typical applications 

of the GSP. 

4.2 Architecture 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the TMS34010's maJor functions 

and its interfaces to external devices. The GSP provides 

three major interfaces: to the graphics display, to the 

host processor, and to its local memory bus. 

Bottlenecks are avoided by taking advantage of video RAM 

(TMS4461) technology for applications such as high 

bandwidth frame buffers. 

4.2.1 Display Interface 

The TMS34010 generates horizontal sync., vertical 

synchronization, and blanking signal on-chip. The 



Table 4.1. Typical applications of the TMS34010 

COMPUTERS 

Terminals and CRTs 
Windowing systems 
Electronic publishing 
Laser printers 
Personal computers 
Printers and plotters 
Engineering workstations 
Copiers 
Document readers 
FAX 
Imaging 
Data process~ng 

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 

Robotics 
Process control 
Instrumentation 
Motor control 
Navigation 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Video phones 
PBX 

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 

Automotive displays 
Information terminals 
Cable TV 
Home control 
Video games 
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display control signal consist of HSYNC, "'SYNC, 3LANK and 

VCLK that drives the internal video timing logic. ':'he 

VCLK ~s derived from the dot clock of the external video 

system. HSYNC and VSYNC are software configurable. The 

64-megabyte display memory can support vary~ng display 

s~zes. The VCOUNT register directly supports screen 

lengths of up to 65,536 lines. 

The TMS34010 can be programmed to interrupt ~he 

display at a prespecified line. 

contained in the DPYINT register. 

The line number lS 

This facility can be 

used to synchronize graphics drawing to the display. 

4.2.2 Host Interface 

The host can communicate with the GSP by means of a 

16-bit data path and several transfer control signals. 

Four 16-bit programmable registers can be accessed both 

by the GSP and the host processor. The 32-bit internal 

address of the TMS34 010 is formed by concatenating the 

16-bit addresses contained in HSTADRL and HSTADRH 

registers. The HSTDATA register acts a temporary buffer 

for the 16-bit data that is being transmitted. The 

HSTCTL register contains the programmable fields that 

control the host interface functions. 
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4.2.3 Local Memory Interface 

The GSP interfaces directly to the Video p_:;M and 

Display RAMs. It supports an instruction fetch o= about 

6 Megabytes I second. Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 illustrates 

the pin configuration of the TMS34010 and the internal 

architecture of the GSP. 

The T~S34010's local memory interface controller 

assigns priorities to requests from various sources, both 

on-chip and off-chip. The on-chip 32-bit processor 

performs a read or a write. A typical memory cycle takes 

2 GSP machine states. The first state transfers the 

address and the second transmits the data. 

4.2.4 Memory Map 

The TMS34010 ~s logically organized as 4 gigabits. 

Memory ~s specified ~n bits because the GSP ~s a bit

addressable processor. Memory is accessed 16 bits at a 

time. The least significant bit of data has the least 

significant memory address. Bit-level addressing ~s 

transparent to the programmer. The local memory 

controller initiates the memory read, modify, or write 

cycles. 
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Memory is divided into several regions. The top of 

the memory is occupied by the traps and vectors, =allowed 

by the I/O registers, and then the general usage area of 

the memory at the bottom. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the 

TMS34010 memory map. 

4.2.4.1 Stacks 

The stack ~s accessed through a 32-bit internal 

register, called the stack pointer (SP) . The SP points 

to the top of the system stack; it can be accessed as 

register 15 ~n either register file. The TMS34010 system 

stack implemented . 
~n local memory and managed ~n 

hardware. Return addresses and processor status 

information are stored in the stack during interrupts, 

traps, and subroutine calls. 

4.2.4.2 Auxiliary Stacks 

Auxiliary stacks can be defined in addition to the 

system stack. The system stack always grows towards 

lower addresses; an auxiliary stack can be defined to 

grow toward either lower or higher addresses. Auxiliary 

stacks can be managed in software. Any A- or B-file 

register, except the SP, can be used as the auxiliary 
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Internal 1/0 

Bit 0 
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Fig. 4.4. Memory map of the GSP 
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Typically, dynamically allocated storage 

data are stored in the auxiliary stacks. 

Instructions that are used to manipulate general

purpose registers can also be used to manipulate the 

stack pointer. The SP can be specified as a source or 

destination operand 1n any instruction that operates on 

the general-purpose registers. 

4.2.5 Instruction Cache 

The GSP's 256-byte instruction cache 1s always 

accessible in one machine state (160ns) . Local memory 

access requires two machine states (320ns) . The cache 

increases the performance of the processor because 

instruction decode 1s done simultaneously as the next 

instruction 1s being fetched. The cache allows only 

instructions to be accessed. Data is accessed from the 

local memory. The cache contains 128 16-bit instruction 

words. When a cache miss occurs, the four-word block of 

instructions containing the next instruction 1s loaded 

into the least recently used (LRU) cache segment. The 

LRU stack indicates which segment has been least recently 

used. The Cache Disable (CD) bit of the CONTROL register 

allows the cache to be disabled by software, in the event 
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of which, each instruct.;on .,s f t h d f th ..... ..... e c e ::-om . e ~ocal 

memory. 

4.3 Hardware Supported Data Structures 

Unlike most common processor architectures, the GSP 

data does not have a fixed s~ze. The GSP supports 4 

types of data structures: bytes, fields, pixels and 

pixel arrays. The byte size is fixed at 8 bits, but the 

other data structures are software configurable. 

4.3.1 Fields 

The GSP supports two software-configurable field 

types, field 0 and field 1. A field in memory is defined 

by a starting address and field size (1 - 32 bits) 

The starting address of a field is the address of 

the field's LSB. There are no restrictions on t~e 

starting point of a field in memory. After a field is 

moved from memory to a register, it is right-justified. 

The register bits to the left of the field are all l's or 

0' s depending on the value of the field extension (FE) 

bit in the status register. FE = 1 indicates the field 

is to be sign-extended. FE = 0 indicates the field is to 

be zero-extended. Field size ranges from 1 to 32 bits; 
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the lengths of fields 0 and 1 are defined by two 5-bit 

fields in the s~atus register, FSO and FSl. 

The memory operations necessary to insert or extract 

a field are performed by special hardware and are 

transparent to the software. The number of memory cycles 

required to extract or insert a field in memory depends 

upon the field alignment in memory. Fields that are 

stored such that they do not cross word boundaries, 

facilitate rapid manipulation. 

4.3.2 Pixels 

A pixel ~s a picture element on a display surface. 

Inside the TMS34010 a pixel . 
~s a data structure that 

stores information needed to specify the attributes of a 

picture element in the graphics environment. 

The GSP supports a "packed-pixel" data format. This 

format has an advantage that the entire pixel can be 

processed at one time, since the pixel can be accessed ~n 

[Ba single bus cycle. Graphics systems that store pixels 

in a bit-plane form of organization are usually limited 

to boolean operations on the pixels. Arithmetic 

operations require the bits of each pixel to be combined 

before any computations can begin on a pixel. Variable 
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width ALU's allow parallel processing on each pixel 

simultaneously. Plane masking prevents operations f=om 

affecting all bits in a given pixel array, thus providing 

all the advantages of bit-plane oraganization ~n a 

packed-pixel system. 

Within the TMS34010, the pixel data structure ~s 

defined by a starting address pixel size. The starting 

address ~s the address of the LSB of the pixel; whereas, 

the pixel s~ze is configurable and stored in the PSIZE 

register. The size of the pixel is constrained to be a 

power of two and can be 1,2,4,8, or 16 bits long. A 

pixel . 
~s a special case of a field, but pixels do not 

cross word boundaries. An integral number of pixels is 

contained within single word boundaries. 

Fig. 4.5 illustrates pixel storage ~n memory; 

whereas, Fig. 4. 6 illustrates the relationship between 

pixels on the screen and their storage in memory. The 

address of a pixel is a 32-bit address. The last 4 LSBs 

of the address specify the displacement of a pixel within 

the word, the address of the word being specified by bits 

4 through 29. On-chip hardware performs pixel extraction 

and insertion in minimum number of cycles. The TMS34010 
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allows a pixel to be identified either by ~he .. , .. .. .? ... -
coordinates on the screen or by the linear or logical 

address in the memory. 

4.4 Specialized Graphics Operations 

The GSl? is a specialized processor and has special 

hardware and software to support bit-mapped graphics 

operations [19]. Several fundamental graphics drawing 

functions are included ~n the instruction set. These 

functions are supported by 28 16-bit I/O registers. ~he 

CONTROL register ~s the most important of the I/O 

registers associated with graphics and contains bits that 

control graphics processing. When the pixel transparency 

bit T is set to 1, pixels with value 0 are prevented from 

overwriting older pixel values. A 2-bit window option 

field supports 4 different widowing options. l?BH and l?BV 

bits decide the vertical and horizontal directions of 

FILL instructions. The pixel processing (l?P) field is 5 

bits wide and supports 22 pixel process~ng options. 

These options include 16 two-operand Boolean operations 

and 6 two-operand arithmetic operations. The CONVSP and 

CONDVP registers store the "pitch" for the source and 
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destination arrays for x-y addressing modes. The :·:-v 

addressing mode allows the image to be more portable. 

4.5 GSP Instructions 

The GSP has a complete set of general-purpose 

instructions. These instructions are tailored for 

graphics, floating point and arithmetic operations, and 

windowing options. 

supported. 

Different addressing modes are 

The GSP executes floating-point operations as fast 

as floating-point coprocessors by using special hardware 

and software. The (160ns) barrel shifter enables the GSP 

to perform floating-point operations at a very high-

speed, comparable to the floating-point coprocessors 

[ 24] . 

4.5.1 PIXBLT Operations 

The PIXBLT or the pixel block transfer ~s the most 

important instruction in the instruction set. It 

manipulates pixel arrays, and supports 16 Boolean pixel 

processing options. The PIXBLT operation is supported by 

the data ~n CONTROL, CONVSP, CONVDP, PSIZE, and PMASK 

registers. 
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4.5.2 Windowing 

The GSP supports post-clipping and pre-clipping 

windowing opti~ns. Pre-clipping is automatically applied 

to PIXBLT and FILL instructions. The Windowing options 

help to detect whether a pixel is outside or inside a 

prespecified window. 

The 

4.6 Color Palette (TMS34070) 

TMS34070 ~s monolithic integrated circuit 

containing a color lookup table. It supports a graphics 

system having up to 4 color planes and allows 16 of 4096 

different colors to be displayed simultaneously on the 

CRT monitor. 

The TMS34070 ~s packaged in a 22-pin DIP (dual-in-

line package) . It is ideally suited to low-cost high-

performance color graphics applications us~ng raster 

technology. The color lookup table has 16 14-bit 

registers that are loaded directly from the video memory. 

This direct loading eliminates a separate processor to 

interface the palette with the GSP. 

Frame-buffer memories of up to 4 bits per pixel are 

supported by the color palette. An output clock signal is 

provided at half the input dot clock frequency. During 
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each output clock period, two 4-bit pixel values are 

loaded ~n parallel on the eight data p~ns and are 

multiplexed internally to provide analog R, G, and B 

video signals that are output at the dot clock frequency. 

The frame buffer memory can, thus, be built using less 

expensive components and eliminating the high-speed 

circuitry 

displays. 

usually associated with high-resolution 

Each of the 16 registers have 4 bits each for the 

colors Red, Blue, and Green intensities and 2 attribute 

bits. The two attribute bits are EXT and REP. The EXT 

bit enables control of external devices and overlaying 

graphics image and external video. The REP bit provides 

a means of repeating previous color and supports real

time animation of scenes. 

4.6.1 Loading the Color Lookup Table 

There are several modes for loading the registers of 

the color lookup table. 

in Table 4.2. 

Four typical methods are listed 

In frame-load mode of operation, the The TMS34070 

loads color during the last blanked scan line of the 

vertical blanking interval preceding each frame. The 
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registers 0 - 15 are loaded with the data input on DA3-

DAO and DB3-DBO during the first 32 clocks of the f~rst 

line. 

When the application requ~res the 16 registers of 

the color lookup table to be loaded with new values on an 

occassional basis, TMS34070 can be programmed to load the 

registers only during certain specified frames. 

The line-load mode provides a means of loading the 

colors into the registers pr~or to the start of each 

line. This allows a different palette of colors to be 

loaded for each line. The colors are loaded during the 

first 32 clocks of each line and the monitor is blanked 

for that period of time. Finally, the dump operation 

allows the contents of the lookup table to be dumped back 

to the memory. 

diagnostics. 

The TMS34010 

This ~s usually required for system 

4.7 Conclusion 

system is different from other 

processors due to its unique features to support bit-

mapped graphics display. Every feature of the GSP has 

been designed to minimize the time required to manipulate 

graphics information. The main purpose of the GSP is to 
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make graphics more flexible and portable f=om one system 

to another. By eliminating hand-tuning graphics to the 

application, pixel s~ze, and screen resolution, the GSP 

has emerged as a very versatile processor that supports 

high-performance flexible graphics software. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE COMPRESSION ALGORITHM 

Compression of 1.mages can either be stric~ly 

software based or a combination of hardware and software. 

Depending upon the system used to perform compression, 

the approach can be varied. The objective of this thesis 

is to study the advantages of using a graphics system 

processor to process 1.mage data as opposed tQ us1.ng 

general-purpose processors that interface with graphics 

adapters. 

The basic requirements of a compress1.on algorithm 

are speed of execution and ease of implementation. 

Although these requirements vary with the purpose of 

compress~on, an algorithm which is too slow or much too 

complex is not very useful. The speed of the algorithm 

is defined as the time required to compress an image of a 

predetermined size and to reconstruct the original image 

from the compressed data. If the image is compressed to 

reduce storage space, slower and more complex algorithms 

can be used than if the image is to be transmitted. Ease 

of implementation refers to the complexity of the 

algorithm. The process of compression should be fast and 

59 
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effective, while the process o= reconstruc~ion should be 

able to reproduce the original 1.mage in minimum ~ime, 

with minimum errors. There are several different 

standard sizes of images that can be <:.::-ansmitted, one 

commonly used size being of 128xl28 pixels. With speed 

and ease of implementation as objectives, a compress1.on 

algorithm has been developed, that compresses a 

monochrome 128xl28 1.mage 

length coding technique. 

( 3 bits /pixel) , us1.ng a run 

This algorithm has been 

developed, us~ng the specialized instruction set of the 

TMS34010 GSP. 

Although the basic software design of a compress1.on 

algorithm does not necessarily vary from system to 

system, hardware of a system can affect the execution 

time. The speed of the processor is limited by the speed 

of exchange of image data between the processor and the 

video memory, and the architecture of the system bus. 

5.1 PC Graphics 

Personal computers have video-adapter cards to 

handle graphics operations. There are different types of 

video-adapters available that support several video 

modes. The most common are the monochrome, the CGA 
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(Color Graphics Adapter) , the EGA (Enhanced Graphics 

Adapter), and the VGA (Video Graphics Array) These 

adapters, coupled with microprocessors, control the video 

display of personal computers. 

The graphic adapter cards have vary~ng amounts of 

memory on them, which is used to store images. These 

images are brought to the screen by mapping portions of 

the video memory to the processor memory. The central 

microprocessor interacts with the video memory either 

through the ROM-BIOS (Read Only Memory-Basic Input Output 

System) or by directly writing to the video memory 

buffer. The former method is extremely slow. For high 

speed processors such as the 80386, the 32-bit system 

architecture is capable of very fast transfer of data, 

but is slowed down by the 8-bit or 16-bit port of the VGA 

adapter [24] . Although several newer versions of VGA 

adapters have specialized software/hardware features that 

have successfully eliminated constant supervision by the 

central processor, the improvement in the time required 

to process image data is not significant enough. 

Several alternatives, such as graphics coprocessers 

have been developed to improve graphics performance of 
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general-purpose m~croprocessors. Texas :nstrument's 

TMS34010 GSP is a specialized processor with a powerful 

set of instructions for graphics operations. 

Images in general-purpose computer memory are stored 

as separate bit planes. Graphic systems with bit-plane 

organization are limited to boolean operations on the 

pixels due to carry handling difficulties between bits. 

To perform any computation on a pixel, a memory word must 

be fetched from each plane and one bit from each word 

extracted and combined to form a complete pixel. The 

TMS34010 video memory is in packed-pixel format. Thus, 

the entire pixel is accessed ~n a single bus cycle. The 

32-bit ALU of the GSP is capable of process~ng pixels in 

parallel, depending upon the pixel s~ze. Another 

advantage ~n us~ng the TMS34010 ~s that the software 

support supplied by the GSP chip includes several basic 

instructions that can be used to manipulate pixels or 

two-dimensional pixel arrays with relative ease. Table 

5.1 lists some of the specialized graphics instructions. 

5.2 Run Length Coding for the TMS34010 

Run length coding is based on redundancy of data in 

an image, which . 
~s caused by "runs" of consecutive 



Table 5.1. Some specialized graphics functions 

PIXT 

LINE 

DRAV 

PIXT 

Boolean and arithmetic operations 

Plane mask feature 

Transparency 

Several windowing features 
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identical pixel values. Compression of an ~mage can be 

achieved by coding each line as a ser~es of colo= 

transitions. The compressed ~mage ~s stored as 

consecutive bytes, the value ~n the byte denoting either 

a color value or the length or a run. The TMS34010 

Math/Graphics function library includes two functions to 

compress and decompress an ~mage using the technique 

above. The first fourteen bytes contain the header 

information. Following the header information ~s the 

actual run-length-encoded image. Each byte of the coded 

image holds either a "pvalue" (pixel value) or a "rlcode" 

( length of the run). Fig. 5.1 illustrates the format in 

which the data is stored in the image array. The basic 

disadvantage of run length coding is that an increase ~n 

complexity of the image reduces the compression factor of 

the algorithm. Highly detailed areas of the image result 

in short and more frequent runs. 

The compression algorithm developed in this thesis 

uses a modified run length coding technique. Any image 

can be separated into bit planes. A bit plane's color 

transitions are restricted to black and white pixels, 

which results in longer runs of either color [ 8] . The 



Byte Information 

o-1 Image format identifier 

2-4 Lonoth of array in bytes 

5-6 Width of 1muoe ructanolu 

7-8 Height of image rectangle 

9-10 X coordinate at left side of rectangle 

11-12 Y coordinate at top of rectangle 

13 ... Run-length encoded image data 

Fig. 5.1. Format for storage of run length coded image 
using the color transition method, on the GSP 
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compression algorithm splits the monochrome 1.rnage into 

bit planes, and run length codes each plane separately. 

The compression achieved depends upon the complexity of 

the 1.mage. 

The software is written in "C" for the C compiler of 

TMS34010 Graphics Signal Processor. 

the source code for the algorithm. 

The Appendix lists 

5.3 Algorithm 

The ma~n steps of the compress~on algorithm 

follows: 

1. Capture a 128xl28 monochrome image 

2. Split the image into bit planes 

3. Run length encode the bit planes 

4. Store the encoded data in the memory 

5. Retrieve the compressed image data 

6. Decode the data into respective bit planes 

7. Combine the bit planes to reconstruct the ~mage. 

are as 

The algorithm assumes a 128xl28 image with 3 bits 

per pixel, which results in 8 shades of gray. Pixel 

value 0 denotes black while pixel value 7 denotes white. 

Values between 0 and 7 denote various shades of gray. 

Fig. 5.2 shows the flowchart of the compress~on 
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START 

Initialize arrays 
and sc~n coords 

Capru~ a line of 
· xola in an arrav 

Split the pixels into 
bit planes 

Run length code 
each bit plane 

Sto~ coanp1essed 
image in memory 

END 

Fig. 5.2. Flowchart for the compression process 
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procedure. 

steps. 

The process basically consists of three ma~n 

5.3.1 Image Capture and Bit Plane Encoding 

An array is used to store the pixel values as they 

are read from the Graphics screen, one line at a time. 

The instruction "get_pixel(xs,ys)" returns the value of a 

pixel at coordinates xs, ys. Each pixel ~s then split 

into bits, the bits corresponding to each plane stored in 

separate arrays. There are arrays corresponding to the 

most significant bit (MSB) plane, "frO", the middle bit 

plane, "fr1", and the least significant bit (LSB) plane, 

"fr2". For each bit plane, the black runs corresponding 

to pixel value of 0 and the bit value, and white runs 

corresponding to pixel value of 1 and the bit value, are 

stored as pairs in two-dimensional arrays. Each pair 

occupies one byte in memory. The number represented by 

the first 7 bits of the byte denotes the length of the 

run while the 8th bit of the byte denotes the color of 

the run. 

5.3.2 Image Storage 

The compressed bit plane information is stored using 

pointers to definite locations in memory. The TMS34010 
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memory ~s organized into blocks, each block of addresses 

is used for some predefined purpose. Memory should be 

used with caution and care should be taken not to use 

memory space reserved for the debugger. Once the image 

data is stored ~n memory, the SDB command "Store Memory 

Image" (SMI) ~s used to transfer the data onto a disk or 

the hard drive of the host. 

5.3.3 Image Recovery 

The SDB command "Restore Memory Image" ::..s used to 

write the compressed ~mage data into the GSP memory 

space. The data is then read from the memory and decoded 

into the bit planes. The bit planes are then combined to 

reconstruct the image. The reconstructed image is then 

displayed on the GSP monitor beside the original image. 

Fig. 5.3 illustrates the flowchart for the reconstruction 

process. 

5.4 The Software 

The Appendix lists the source code for compress~ng 

an image using bit plane run length coding technique. 

The source code has been split into two programs: first 

program reads in the image, encodes and stores it in the 
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Retrieve 
compressed 
image from 

memory 

Expand 
compressed data 

into bit planes 

Combine bit 
planes to obtain 

original pixel 
values 

Plot reconstructed 
image to the screen 

END 

Fig. 5.3. Flowchart for reconstruction process 
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memory, while the second program retrieves the compressed 

information, decodes and reconstructs the image. 

Splitting the process of compression and reconstruction 

into two programs enables the compressed data to be 

mobile. The information thus stored can remain stored or 

can be transferred to another machine or transmitted to 

another system. 

The first program reads ~n one line at a time, 

separating each pixel ~n that line into bit planes, 

coding each plane and storing it ~n memory. The program 

repeats the procedure for each line ~n the image. 

Repeating the procedure for each line makes the program 

flexible in terms of dimensions of the image which can be 

redefined. Additionally, the array declarations can be of 

reasonable sizes. If the ~mage has large areas of 

unnecessary detail, adaptive coding techniques can be 

used to eliminate redundancy further and only those lines 

which are meaningful can be compressed and transmitted or 

stored. 

The second program retrieves the compressed ~mage 

from the VRAM, one line at a time. Each line ~s then 

organized into bit planes which are combined to form the 
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original ~mage. To observe the process of compression 

and reconstruction, each bit plane and the final restored 

~mage is plotted to the monitor. 

Two separate images of differing complexities have 

been compressed, us~ng the run length coding and bit 

plane coding approach. The program was also run, us~ng a 

standard 80286 m~croprocessor, to compare the time 

required to compress and reconstruct an image with that 

of TMS34010. For the images, memory requirements for the 

compressed images were calculated, for both techniques. 

A careful record of the results was made, and photographs 

of the images were taken to observe the results of the 

compress~on algorithm. Chapter 6 illustrates the results 

and gives a detailed analysis of the results obtained. 



CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

The TMS34010 has several advantages as compared to a 

general purpose processor, ~n processing image data. As 

a result of studying various compression techniques for 

the GSP, some of the advantages of us~ng a Graphics 

System Processor have been determined. 

An algorithm for image compression has 

developed, based on bit plane encoding technique. 

been 

This 

algorithm was run on TMS34010 to compress and reconstruct 

a set of monochrome images (128xl28) . The images 

selected were of two different degrees of complexity. 

The same program was modified and run on an IBM PC to get 

a comparison of processor time required to do the 

necessary computations. Furthermore, the execution time 

for bit plane encoding technique was compared to the 

execution time of run length coding, and Walsh Hadamard 

Transform coding. 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the processor timings 

required to perform the compression and reconstruction 

processes for two different images. Program 1 read a 

128xl28 monochrome image, compressed and reconstructed 
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Tab~e 5. Processor timings for the geometric image 

II 
II 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
II 

EXECUTION II 
TIME (sees) II 

r============================================: 
II 

II 1. BIT PLANE ENCODING 3. 29 II 
II II 
II (compression and reconstruction) II 
II II 
II 2. RUN LENGTH CODING 1. 30 II 

II II 
II (using color transition method) II 
II II 
II 3. COMPRESSION OF IMAGE USING BIT PLANE 2. 49 II 
II II 
II ENCODING PROCESS II 
II II 
II 4. RETRIEVAL OF BIT PLANE ENCODED 2. OS II 
II II 
II IMAGE FROM MEMORY & RECONSTRUCTION II 
II II 
II 5. TRANSFORM CODING AND INVERSE 4. 37 II 
II II 
II TRANSFORM OF THE IMAGE II 
II II 
II 6. BIT PLANE ENCODING AND DECODING II 
II II 
II USING A 80286 (10MHZ) PROCESSOR 21.86 II 
II II 
II II 
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Tab1e 6. Processor timings for the image of girl's 
face. 

I 
II 
II 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

il 
EXECUTION II 

TIME (sees) II 
r=================================================~i 

!I 
1. BIT PLANE ENCODING 3. 09 II 

II 
(compression and reconstruction) II 

II 
2. RUN LENGTH CODING 1. 21 II 

II 
(using color transition method) II 

II 
3. COMPRESSION OF IMAGE USING BIT PLANE 2.11 II 

I II 
II ENCODING PROCESS II 
II II 
I 4. RETRIEVAL OF BIT PLANE ENCODED 1.97 II 

II 
IMAGE FROM MEMORY & RECONSTRUCTION II 

II 
5. TRANSFORM CODING .AND INVERSE 4. 37 II 

II 
I TRANSFORM OF THE IMAGE II 

II II 
II 6. BIT PLANE ENCODING AND DECODING II 
II II 
II USING A 80286 (10 MHZ) PROCESSOR 22.09 II 
II II 
II II 
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it, us~ng bit plane encoding technique. ':'his program was 

designed to perform both compression and reconstruction 

of the ~mage, without storing the encoded image in the 

memory. Program 2 read a 128xl28 monochrome ~mage, run 

length encoded and decoded it, us~ng color transition 

method. The ~mage was encoded and stored ~n an ~mage 

buffer as bytes that either held the length of a run or 

the value of a pixel for a run. The subroutine was 

provided in the TMS34010 Math/Graphics function library. 

Program 3 compressed a 128xl28 image, us~ng the bit 

plane coding approach. The compressed data was stored in 

the memory and transferred to a disk, making the data 

mobile and ready for transmission to another system or 

location. Program 4 retrieved the bit plane coded image 

from the memory, and reconstructed the ~mage. Program 5 

used one-dimensional Walsh-Hadamard transform to 

transform the 128xl28 monochrome image and retrieve the 

image by inverse transforming it. This program was 

included to get an idea of the time required by a GSP to 

perform a 128x128 matrix transform operations. Program 6 

performed bit plane encoding and decoding on a 128xl28 

image matrix, for a 80286 personal computer, that used an 
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to handle graphics 

operations. 

The software was used to compress and reconstruct 

two ~mages of differing complexities. The first image 

was a geometric pattern, as shown by the photograph in 

Fig. 6. 1 and the second ~mage was a part of a bigger 

image, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The photograph in Fig. 6.3 

was a result of Walsh-Hadamard transform operation. 

The results, as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 indicate 

that the time required to perform high-speed graphics 

computations is drastically reduced when performed on the 

GSl?. The table also shows that it takes more time to 

compress an image using the bit plane coding approach 

than if it was coded using the run length technique. The 

GSl? stores the pixels in a packed-pixel format. Each 

pixel can be accessed in a single machine cycle, but 

splitting each pixel into bit planes is time consuming. 

For bit plane coding, the image has to be split into bit 

planes and each plane ~s then coded using the basic run 

length coding technique. That means, that each image 

takes almost three times longer to be encoded completely. 

On the other hand, the advantage of using the bit plane 
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Fig. 6.1. Geometric image 
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Fig. 6.2. Image of a girl's face 



Fig. 6.3. Results of transformation and inverse 
transformation using the Walsh-Hadamard 
transform 
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coding approach is that better compression ratios can be 

achieved, s~nce the runs are restricted to black o= 

white. 

The time required by a general-purpose computer ~o 

compress the same ~mages as above was considerably 

higher. Several factors contributed to this. One main 

factor was that images in a personal computer are stored 

as bit maps, as opposed to the packed-pixel format o= the 

GSP. To process an image, a word from each plane is to 

be extracted, and bits from each word combined to form a 

pixel. Only after all the pixel values are combined in 

this manner, can the image be split into bit planes and 

run length coded. The additional step of combining the 

bit maps to form the original image is time consuming. 

The high speeds of data transfer that can be achieved by 

general-purpose processors is limited by the input/output 

operations of the graphics adapters. 

The results obtained by the software were as 

expected. Specialized processors reduced the time 

required to process image data. Due to the packed-pixel 

form of storing pixels, run length coding (color 

transition method) was faster than the bit plane coding, 
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when compress~on was performed by the GSP. The factors 

affecting the choice of compress~on technique were the 

purpose of compression and the system used to perform the 

compress~on. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Several conclusions have been reached from the work 

done for this thesis. After examining the results, it 

can be concluded that run length coding (color 

transition method) J.S the fastest way to compress an 

. 
J.mage on the GSP. The time required by bit plane coding 

and transform coding is higher than that required by run 

length coding and can be attributed to several reasons. 

Transform coding involves a lot of computations on the 

image data. For bit plane coding retrieval of pixels 

from memory J.S rapid, but the compression process J.S 

slowed down by the separation of the image into bit 

planes. When compared to the time required by a general 

purpose processor, the execution time for run length 

coding and bit plane coding for the GSP is minimal. 

Although the time required by the GSP J.S less 

compared to that of a general purpose computer, the 

process of compression still takes a very long time for 

real-time applications. Run length coding on the GSP is 

extremely rapid due to the packed-pixel format of memory 
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This form of memory can be exploited 

further to improve computation timinas. 

The TMS34010 Graphics System Processor ~s a very 

useful graphics processor which can be used for numerous 

applications, such as FAX, robotics, image processing and 

others. The software and hardware of the system ~s 

configured to support bit-mapped graphics and to reduce 

the timing to perform basic graphics operations (pixel 

block transfers, Boolean and arithmetic operations on 

two-dimensional pixel arrays, etc.) by incorporating 

special hardware and software features. 

Although the image size used for compress~on was 

128xl28 (3 bits/pixel), the dimensions can be varied. 

The algorithm can be modified to transmit the compressed 

data to another TMS34010 system using the Programmable 

Communication Interface (PCI), the COM 2651. 

The newer version of the GSP, the TMS34020, has been 

improved further. Depending on the instruction m~x, the 

'34020 is expected to work 6 to 50 times faster than the 

'34010. The cache in the '20 is 512 bytes as compared to 

the '10 which had a 256 byte cache. The '20 runs at 10 

million instructions per sec (MIPS) when executing 
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instructions from the cache. The '20 ~s designed to 

connect to another '20 and also to the 40 million-

floating-point-operations-per-second 

graphics floating point coprocessor. 

(MFLOPS) TMS34082 

The TMS34020 has been modified to support laser 

printers. The pixel size has been expanded to support 

32-bits/pixel. The busing of '10 has been expanded to 

32 -bits which has enhanced the processor time and the 

performance of graphics operations. 

This thesis was an attempt to prove the GSP as an 

efficient processor for image data. Further research can 

be conducted to achieve faster speeds of compression by 

making use of the advantages offered by the packed pixel 

format of storing pixels. Further study can be conducted 

to determine the advantages of the GSP to transmit images 

through the facsmile. By using the advanced features of 

the TMS34020, the compression techniques can be extended 

for moving images. 
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APPEND:X 

SOURCE CODE ?OR ':'~E COMPRESS :ON _:...No ?.ECONSTP.UC':': JN 
ALGORITHM, USING h BIT PLANE CODING APPROACH 

*********************************~*******~*************** 
* THIS PROGRAM USES BIT PLANE ENCODING APPROACH TO ~ 
* COMPRESS A 128 X 128 PIXEL (3 BITS/PIXEL) :MAGE * 
*******************************************************~* 

********************************************************* 
* THIS SECTION LOADS THE REGISTERS OF THE COLOR PALETTE * 
********************************************************* 

static short grpalet[]= { OxOOOO, 
Ox4440, 
Ox8880, 
OxCCCO, 

#define addrO OxFFFAFFFO 
#define addrl OxFFFBFFFO 
#define addr2 OxFFFCFFFO 

} ; 

Oxll10, 
Ox5550, 
Ox9990, 
OxDDDO, 

Ox222 0, 
Ox6660, 
OxAAAO, 
OxEEEO, 

Ox3330, 
Ox7770, 
OxBBBO, 
OxFFFO, 

********************************************************* 
* DEFINE STRUCTURES WITH TWO FIELDS, ONE TO REPRESENT 
* COLOROF THE RUN AND ANOTHER TO REPRESENT THE LENGTH 

* THE RUN 

* 
* 
* 

********************************************************* 

struct arrO { 
unsigned value : 1 ; 
unsigned run : 7 ; 
} bit0[128], bitl[l28], bit2[128]; 

main() 
{ 
int pixel[l28], 
fr2[128], 

~ , J ' 
xs, ys,fr0[128], 

runO, runl, run2, valO, vall, val2, k, 
maxl, max2, max3, num, x, y, z, count, max, 
*endO, *endl, *end2, largest; 
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frl[l28], 



struct arrO *bitl otr· -- , struct arrO *bitO _ptr; 
struct arrO *bit2 _ptr; 
struct arrO *olaceO· - , 
struct arrO *placel; 
struct arrO *place2; 

******************************************************* 
* DECLARE POINTERS TO ADDRESS SPACES ALLOCATED TO * 
* STORE THE ENCODED BIT PLANES * 
******************************************************* 

placeO - (int *) 

placel - ( int *) 
place2 - (int *) 

addrO; 
addrl; 
addr2; 

********************************* 
* INITIALIZE THE VIDEO * 
* AND GRAPHICS ENVIRONMENT * 
********************************* 

init_video(l); 
init_grafix (); 

********************************* 

* LOAD THE COLOR PALETTE * 
********************************* 

for ( i = 0; i < 8; i++) { 
setall_palet(&grpalet[i], OxFFFF, 450, 0); 

} 

************************ 
* INTIALIZE THE ARRAYS * 
************************ 

for ( i = 0 ; i < 128; i++) { 
pixel[i] - frO[i] = frl[i] - fr2[i] - 0; 

} 
xs - 0; ys - 0; 
runO = runl = run2 - valO = vall = val2 = xs - ys - 0; 
maxl = max2 = max3 - x = y = z = max = 0; 
largest = 0; 
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do{ 

~*********************** 
* READ IN THE IMAGE * 
************************ 

for ( xs = 0 ; xs < 128 ; xs++) { 
pixel[xs] - get_p~xel(xs, ys); 

} 

******************************************* 
* SEPARATE THE IMAGE INTO BIT PLANES * 
******************************************* 

for ( xs - 0 . xs < 128 . xs++) { , , 
frO[xs] - ( (pixel [xs] & 4 ) ? 1 0) ; 
frl[xs] - ( (pixel [xs] & 2 ) ? 1 0) ; 
fr2[xs] - ( (pixel [xs] & 1 ) ? 1 0) ; 

} 
bitO_ptr - &bitO[O]; 
bit1_ptr - &bitl[O]; 
bit2_ptr - &bit2[0]; 

****************************************************** 
* DETERMINE RUN LENGTHS AND STORE IN THE MEMORY * 
****************************************************** 

1; 
(*bitO_ptr) . run ( *bi tl_ptr) . run 

xs = 0; 
(*bitO_ptr) .value- frO[xs]; 
(*bitl_ptr) .value- frl[xs]; 
(*bit2_ptr) .value- fr2[xs]; 
xs = 1; i = 0; 
do { 

( *bi t2 _ptr) . run 

if ( frO[xs] == (*bitO_ptr) .value){ 
((*bitO_ptr) .run)++; 

} 

else { 
bitO_ptr++; 
(*bitO_ptr) .run - 1; 
(*bitO_ptr) .value= frO[xs]; 
i++; 
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} 

xs++: 
} while ( xs < 128); 
maxl = i + 1; 
XS = 1; i = 0; 
do { 

if ( frl[xs] == (*bitl_ptr) .value) { 
{(*bitl_ptr) .run)++; 

} 

else { 
bitl_ptr++; 
(*bitl_ptr) .run - 1; 
(*bitl_ptr) .value= frl[xs]; 
i++; 

} 

xs++; 
} while ( xs < 128); 
max2 = i + 1; 
xs = 1; i = 0; 
do { 

if ( fr2[xs] == (*bit2_ptr) .value){ 
((*bit2_ptr) .run)++; 

} 
else { 

bit2__ptr++; 
(*bit2__ptr) .run - 1; 
(*bit2_ptr) .value= fr2[xs]; 
i++; 

} 
xs++; 

} while ( xs < 128 ); 
max3 = i + 1; 

************************ 

* WRITE TO MEMORY * 
************************ 

bitO_ptr- &bitO[O]; 
bitl_ptr- &bitl[O]; 
bit2__ptr- &bit2[0]; 
i = 0; 
do { 

*placeO++ - *bitO_ptr++; 
i++; 
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} while (i < maxl); 

l. = 0; 
do { 

*place1++ = *bit1_ptr++; 
i++; 

}while (i < max2); 
i = 0; 

do { 
*place2++ = *bit2_ptr++; 
i++; 

}while (i < max3); 

ys++; 
}while (ys < 128); 
} 

****************************************************** 
* 
* 
* 

THIS PROGRAM READS IN A COMPRESSED IMAGE FROM 
THE MEMORY, DECODES THE BIT PLANES AND 

RECONSTRUCTS THE IMAGE 

* 
* 
* 

****************************************************** 

#define addrO OxFFFAFFFO 
#define addrl OxFFFBFFFO 
#define addr2 OxFFFCFFFO 

struct arrO { 

main () 
{ 

unsigned value : 1; 
unsigned run : 7; 
} bit0[128], bitl[l28], bit2[128]; 

l. , j int pixel[l28], fr0[128], frl[l28], fr2[128], 
xs, ys, k, runO, runl, run2, valO, vall, val2, 
y, z, count, temp , sum, largest, max; 

nurn, x, 

struct arrO *bitO~tr ; 
struct arrO *bitl~tr; 
struct arrO *bit2~tr; 
struct arrO *placeO; 
struct arrO *placel; 
struct arrO *place2; 
placeO - (int *) addrO; 
placel = (int *) addrl; 
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place2 = (int ~) addr2; 

init video(l); 
init_grafix (); 

******************************************* 
* INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS AND VARIABLES 
******************************************* 

for (i = 0; i < 128; i++) { 
pixel[i] = frO[i] = frl[i] - fr2[i] - 0; 

} 

largest = 0; 
runO - runl = run2 = valO - vall - val2 - xs -
ys = x = y = z = max = 0; 

do{ 
bitO_ptr- &bitO[O]; 
bitl_ptr- &bitl[O]; 
bit2_ptr- &bit2[0]; 
sum = 0; 

****************************************** 
* READ IN THE DATA FROM THE :MEMORY * 
****************************************** 

do { 
*bitO_ptr = *placeO ; 
sum += (*bitO_ptr) .run ; 
bitO_ptr++; placeO++; 
} while ( sum < 128 ) . , 
sum = 0; 

do { 
*bit1_ptr = *placel; 
sum += (*bitl_ptr) .run; 
bitl_ptr++; placel++; 
} while (sum< 128 ); 
sum = 0; 

do { 
*bit2_ptr = *place2; 
sum += (*bit2_ptr) .run; 
bit2_ptr++; place2++; 
} while (sum< 128 ); 
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****************************~~**********~**~ 

* DECODE THE RUN LENGTHS INTO BIT PLANES 
************************************~~***~** 

xs = 0; i = 0; 
bitO_ptr = &bitO[O]; 
sum = 0; 
do { 

count = 0; 
runO = (int) 
valO = (int) 
sum += runO; 
do { 

(*bitO_ptr) .run; 
(*bitO_ptr) .value; 

frO[i] = valO; 
count++; i++; 
}while ( count < runO); 
xs++; bitO_ptr++; 

}while (sum< 128 ); 
xs = 0; i = 0; 
bit1_ptr = &bit1[0]; 
sum = 0; 
do { 

count = 0; 
runl = (*bitl_ptr) .run; 
vall = (*bitl_ptr) .value; 
sum += run1; 
do { 

frl[i] =vall; 
count++; i++; 
}while (count< runl ); 
xs++; bit1_ptr++; 

}while (sum< 128 ); 
xs = 0; i = 0; 
bit2_ptr = &bit2[0]; 
sum = 0; 
do { 

count = 0; 
run2 = (*bit2_ptr) .run; 
val2 = (*bit2_ptr) .value; 
sum += run2; 
do { 

fr2[i] = val2; 
count++;i++; 
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}while ( coun~ < =un2 ) ; 
xs++; bit2_ptr++; 

}while ( sum < 128 ) ; 

***************************** 
* PLOT THE PIXEL VALUES * 
***************************** 

for ( xs - 0; xs < 128; xs++) { 
temp - 0; 
if ( frO[xs] -- 1 ) temp += 
if ( fr1[xs] -- 1 ) temp += 
if ( fr2[xs] -- 1 ) temp += 
pixel[xs] - temp; 

} 

4; 
2; 
1; 

for ( xs = 0; xs < 128; xs++) { 
put_pixel(pixel[xs], xs + 260, ys ); 

} 

} 

ys++; 
}while ( ys < 128) . 

' 
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